Grow your grant with free furniture
Act before July 2021. Receive special your grant match for pilot classrooms.
Active students are
engaged learners
Face it, today’s students are
sleep deprived, stressed,
sedentary, and cellphone addicts
– all factors that deter academic
success. So how do teachers
create the right environment to
activate learning? The answer
lies in physical movement, and
Fleetwood’s elevated classroom
furniture platform delivers.
When occupational and physical
therapists test our portfolio,
they rave about how the settings
transform tired, fidgety and
distracted students into engaged
learners, while nurturing healthy
physical habits.

Improve blood flow,
breathing and spinal
health with Rock stool

Students transition easily between
group and individual work with
mobile, standing-height tables.

Mobile storage divides space,
promotes technology use, and
supports brainstorming.

Students and teachers enjoy
eye-to-eye interactions when
seated, perching or standing.

SIT
Radius seat and
foot rails support
students and
eliminate pinch
points. Oversized
glides prohibit
tipping.

STAND
Stool enables quick
posture changes
that increase
activity levels.

Test it yourself
Encourage continuous motion with
sit-perch-stand postures. Make
transitions between team and
individual work easy with tables
on casters. Use standing-height
tables and stools to bring students
and teachers eye-to-eye for better
interactions. And allow teachers
to move easily between groups
because of the stool’s compressed
footprint.

Double your grant
dollars
Share your grant goals and dream
classroom design. We’ll help you
discover the transformational
power of elevated learning through
our grant-matching program,
which can equal up to 100% of
your grant dollars. Call Jody at
616.820.8223

Dry erase boards support
student collaboration and
classroom sharing
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PERCH
Quiet, seat rockingaction improves
posture and
attention spans,
making fidgeting
productive and nondisruptive.

ROTATE
Non-handed,
backless stool
allows 360°
pivoting - creating
clear sight lines
and eliminating
awkward twisting.

